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From Paul Katz (3/28/09, 2:27 p.m.):
Saturday morning was a disaster, or at least full of fascinating panels about disaster and resulting relief efforts. Panel #139, alluded to by Kate Edgerton-Tarpley in her earlier post, explored the sociocultural impacts of the Great Leap Famine. Relevant research has also been done by Steve A. Smith in his “Talking Toads and Chinless Ghosts” article, published in *The American Historical Review* in 2006, and he has also written on this topic for the *China Beat*. There was also Panel #167, organized largely by a group of German scholars, which builds on the pioneering work of scholars like Kate, Pierre Etienne-Will, Fuma Susumu 夫馬進, Joanna Handlin-Smith (whose book is at last out!), and Angela Leung (梁其姿) in examining philanthropic responses to natural disasters. It would also be interesting to learn more about the extent to which such activities were inspired by religious beliefs, not to mention organized by religious associations.

In addition to disasters, there was also extensive border crossing, this time in the world of art. This could be seen in two panels (#126 and #149) that focused on the international dimensions of Asian art, including its links to cultural nationalism.

Finally, a word about the book exhibit: One cannot help but be amazed at the number of high-quality studies of Chinese religions now being published by Harvard University Press, including works by Vincent Goossaert, C. Julia Huang, David Johnson, Liu Xun, Rebecca Nedostup, James Robson, and Jeffrey Snyder-Reinke. HUP is clearly joining the ranks of other prestigious presses that continue to contribute to the growth of this field, including California, Leiden, Hawaii, and Stanford.

Pictures from Jeff Wasserstrom (3/28/09, 3:52 p.m.):

L to R: Par Cassel (who blogged about the term “Tiananmen” in June 2008), Benjamin Read (featured in a CB interview on homeowners), Paul Katz (Taiwan, Taiwan, Taiwan—and Chinese religion), Susan McEachern (the Rowman & Littlefield editor who made *China in 2008* happen), Julia Murray (who hasn’t blogged for us but is in the book with a piece on the revival of Confucianism), and Shakhar Rahav (who wrote about how the Olympics were covered in Israel for CB). Haiyan Lee is not shown, due to the limitations of the photographer...
Speaking of Haiyan Lee, whose last piece for *CB* was about a book prize, won her own prize last night. Lee was awarded the *Levenson Prize for 20th Century China* (there's also one for pre-20th century topics).

Here is Paul Cohen, who was featured in a *CB interview*, posing beside a display for his book. Like
many authors, he doesn’t want his book to be judged by its cover, but there’s widespread buzz here that it is wonderful cover indeed (the cover of another book we’ve talked about on the site, Susan Mann’s *Talented Women*, shows up in the photo as well).